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KEY=EBOOK - HERMAN MADELYNN
Irish Born Penguin Collects three novels centered around three members of the Concannon family--Maggie, who is hiding from her past, Brianna, a bed-and-breakfast owner, and
Shannon, who ﬁnds true love after searching for her real father. Born in Fire Penguin Attempting to escape her past, reclusive glassmaker Maggie Concannon devotes her life to her
art, until gallery owner Rogan Sweeney recognizes her talent and oﬀers to help her build a lucrative career. Hot Ice Bantam Whitney McAllister, a reckless heiress with a penchant for
adventure, joins forces with Doug Lord, a professional thief with a stolen treasure map on a search for a treasure trove of priceless jewels. Summer Cove Impulse the Name of the
Game Silhouette #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts presents two reader-favorite tales about ﬁnding true love... IMPULSE For once in her life, Rebecca Malone is
following her heart. After quitting her job and selling all her belongings, she heads to Greece in search of adventure. So when a sexy local restaurant owner pursues her, she can't
resist playing the role of sophisticated, well-traveled woman. But falling in love with Stephen Nickodemus was not part of the plan! Now she'll have to ﬁnd a way to break the news
of her true identity...without also breaking his heart. THE NAME OF THE GAME TV producer Johanna Patterson knows that the entertainment industry isn't kind to romance-especially for an actor like Sam Weaver. His good looks might have propelled him to movie stardom, but Johanna can't be won over by a pretty face--she's seen enough broken
marriages to last her a lifetime. Unfortunately, Sam has an uncanny way of making her lose her self-control with his easy conﬁdence and laid-back charm. And the mind-blowing
kisses help, too... Previously published. Key of Knowledge Penguin Follows Dana, who has a penchant for books, as she is forced to embark on a dangerous quest to ﬁnd the Key of
Knowledge--or suﬀer a horrifying fate. Legacy A Novel St. Martin's Griﬃn #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts presents Legacy, a new novel of a mother and a
daughter, of ambition and romance, and of a traumatic past reawakened by a terrifying threat... Adrian Rizzo was seven when she met her father for the ﬁrst time. That was the day
he nearly killed her—before her mother, Lina, stepped in. Soon after, Adrian was dropped oﬀ at her grandparents’ house in Maryland, where she spent a long summer drinking
lemonade, playing with dogs, making a new best friend—and developing the stirrings of a crush on her friend’s ten-year-old brother. Lina, meanwhile, traveled the country
promoting her ﬁtness brand and turning it into a billion-dollar business. There was no point in dwelling on the past. A decade later, Adrian has created her own line of yoga and
workout videos, following in Lina’s footsteps but intent on maintaining creative control. And she’s just as cool-headed and ambitious as her mother. They aren’t close, but they’re
cordial—as long as neither crosses the other. But while Lina dismisses the death threats that Adrian starts getting as a routine part of her daughter’s growing celebrity, Adrian can’t
help but ﬁnd the vicious rhymes unsettling. Year after year, they keep arriving—the postmarks changing, but the menacing tone the same. They continue after she returns to
Maryland and becomes reacquainted with Raylan, her childhood crush, all grown up and as gorgeously green-eyed as ever. Sometimes it even seems like the terrifying messages are
indeed routine, like nothing will come of them. Until the murders start, and the escalation begins... Chasing Fire Hachette UK Rowan Tripp is addicted to danger. Ever since she turned
eighteen, Rowan has been a 'smoke jumper', ﬁghting back the ferocious forest ﬁres that sweep through the Montana mountains each year. She can read a wildﬁre like no one else and is prepared to put her life on the line again and again to save others. But now Rowan is mourning the death of her good friend and partner, Jim - haunted by the belief that she
could have saved him. Determined to carry on, Rowan throws herself into training the new recruits to the smoke-jumping team - not realising there is a diﬀerent kind of danger
waiting for her. When it becomes clear that someone blames Rowan for Jim's death, and is determined to get revenge, Rowan realises she must learn to ask for help as this is one
ﬁght she can't win on her own ... 'Sheer entertainment' Guardian 'The most successful author on planet earth' Washington Post Sanctuary Berkley Successful photographer Jo Ellen
Hathaway realizes she must return to the Southern resort run by her estranged family and, with the help of one man, sets out to discover who is stalking her and who killed her
mother. Reissue. Valley of Silence Piatkus Books The vampire trilogy written by Roberts, #1 "New York Times" bestselling author, comes full circle as the author forges together the
passions and fates of a sorcerer, a witch, a warrior, a scholar, a shapeshifter, and a vampire who is all too human. Black Rose Piatkus Books Roz Harper is a woman who has lived life
on her own terms. She had dearly loved her ﬁrst husband. After his death, she had thrown herself into raising their boys, and then into making a business out of her passion for
gardening. Roz likes her life just as it is, and it would take a very special man to convince her to take that leap of faith into love again. A man like Dr. Mitchell Carnegie, the
genealogist she's hired to research the origins of the family ghost, known as the Harper Bride. Mitch and Roz are drawn together from the start. But the Harper Bride is enraged by
the sight of love, and though she may have brought Mitch and Roz together, she will stop at nothing to tear them apart. Bay of Sighs Hachette UK A dark and powerful goddess hunts
for three jewels: fallen stars that will give her endless power. To save the world, six friends have joined forces to stop her. Now, on the beautiful island of Capri, their battle
continues... Mermaid Annika is proud to have been chosen for such an important quest. But now that her identity has been revealed, her time is running out. She knows that soon
she must return to her people. But she also knows that she is in love with Sawyer King - the brave and loyal adventurer with secrets of his own. As Annika, Sawyer and their four
friends hunt for the mysterious 'star of water', the goddess Nerezza sends a terrifying foe to destroy them. It seems there is no place for love and desire at such a dark time. And so
Sawyer tries to protect Annika by pushing her away. But true love cannot be denied. And in a battle between the dark and the light - it might be the only thing that can save them
from a terrible fate. Face the Fire Penguin The ﬁnal book in the New England-set trilogy that began with Dance Upon the Air and Heaven and Earth. The Reef Putnam Adult Tate
Beaumont, a beautiful student of marine archaeology, ﬁnds adventure, danger, and passion when she reluctantly joins forces with diver Matthew Lassiter and his uncle to ﬁnd a
legendary jeweled amulet said to be lost at the bottom of the sea. 300,000 ﬁrst printing. Lit Guild Main. Of Blood and Bone Hachette UK 'A match for end-of-the-world classics like
Stephen King's The Stand' - New York Times Review of Books 'Breathtaking' - Heat Thirteen years ago, a catastrophic pandemic known as The Doom killed billions. For those left
behind, it is a chance to build a new world. But The Doom was no ordinary virus. In some survivors, it awoke strange powers - to heal, to harm, even to predict the future. Fallon
Swift has no memories of the old world - but she is destined to shape this new one. Growing up with her three brothers on a quiet farm, she has been protected from danger by her
mother and stepfather. Now she must leave them, and learn to ﬁght. Because Fallon is not only a powerful 'Uncanny' - she also has a pivotal role to play in the bloody battles ahead.
A war between good and evil is brewing, and Fallon - young, tough, headstrong - must be ready. A sequel to the number one bestselling Year One, this breathtaking novel of love,
war, family and magic is a gripping and deeply satisfying continuation of an extraordinary new trilogy. Three Fates Piatkus Books Nora Roberts - the World's Greatest Storyteller Irish
siblings Malachi, Gideon, and Rebecca Sullivan are on a mission. A precious family heirloom has been stolen - a small silver statue that just happens to be one of three priceless,
long-separated 'Fates'. They are determined to recover it - no matter the cost. Their quest will take them from Ireland to Helsinki, Prague and New York, where they meet a brilliant
formidable female professor; a daring exotic dancer and a seductive security expert. Together they will confront a dangerous and unscrupulous enemy in this passionate and
gripping novel from the peerless and brilliant Nora Roberts. The Pagan Stone Penguin In this thrilling conclusion to the Sign of Seven trilogy, three women and three men merge their
powers to battle the ultimate evil, proving that friendship, family, love, and passion is much stronger than the looming darkness. Original. Brazen Virtue Bantam Detective Ed
Jackson, an irresistible police detective, and eccentric mystery writer Grace McCabe struggle to separate business from pleasure while pursuing a deranged murderer responsible for
the brutal death of Grace's sister, Kathleen, who had been augmenting her income by working as an at-home phone-sex operator. Reissue. Private Scandals Putnam Publishing Group
TV talk-show host Deanna Reynolds ﬁnds herself competing with her former friend and mentor, Angela Perkins, over success in the world of television and for the love of TV
journalist Finn Riley, Angela's former lover. 60,000 ﬁrst printing. $50,000 ad/promo. Winner Takes All Harlequin Books Includes Rules of the Game, in which a woman changes her mind
about mixing business and pleasure when she meets a sexy new co-worker, and The Name of the Game, in which a game show producer falls for an actor whose persistence storms
her defenses. Original. True Betrayals Hachette UK Dear Kelsey: I realise you might be surprised to hear from me . . . Kelsey Byden, divorced at just twenty-six, isn't looking for any
more drama. But then she receives a letter from her mother, Naomi. Not so unusual - except Kelsey has always been told that Naomi was dead . . . During an extended visit to her
mother's beautiful horse farm in Virginia, Kelsey begins to untangle a lifetime of deception. Who can she trust, when those she loves have lied to her for so long? To complicate
things further, Kelsey is falling dangerously in love with Gabe Slater, Naomi's handsome and intriguing neighbour. But love and lies are a lethal combination. If Kelsey has any hope
of a future with Gabe, she must ﬁrst understand the terrible truth about her past . . . Born in Ice Penguin Enjoying a spell of peace and quiet when a harsh winter storm chases
visitors away from her bed-and-breakfast, Brianna Concannon anticipates the arrival of Grayson Thane, an American mystery writer with a painful past. Carolina Moon Penguin
Returning to the hometown where her best friend Hope had been murdered as a girl, Tory Bodeen decides to face down her memories from that awful night and, in doing so, forges
a relationship with Hope's older brother Cade Lavelle. Reissue. 150,000 ﬁrst printing. Whiskey Beach Putnam Publishing Group Suﬀering an intense year of public and police scrutiny
after being wrongly implicated in his ﬁancée's murder, Boston lawyer Eli Landon takes sanctuary in a centuries-old family home and falls in love with resident housekeeper Abra
Walsh, with whom he is entangled in an old, life-threatening mystery. By the best-selling author of The Witness. Hidden Riches Jove Publications After purchasing an odd assortment
of auction items, Philadelphia antiques dealer Dora Conroy becomes the deadly focus of a sinister international smuggler, and she and her upstairs tenant, an ex-cop, set out to
uncover the truth. The Witness Penguin Having had a traumatic experience twelve years prior, Abigail Lowery lives in a remote area in a house with high-tech security measures, but
this only serves to further intrigue police chief Brooks Gleason, who aims to protect Abigail. The Winning Hand Harlequin Books The Winning Hand by Nora Roberts released on Aug
25, 1998 is available now for purchase. Remember When Hachette UK Laine Tavish is an ordinary woman living an ordinary life in the small town of Angel's Gap, Maryland, as the
proprietor of Remember When, an antique treasures and gift shop. At least, that's what everyone in Angel's Gap thinks. They have no idea that she used to be Elaine O'Hara,
daughter of the notorious con man Big Jack O'Hara. Or that she grew up moving from place to place, one step ahead of the law. Laine's past has just caught up with her, though - in
a very dramatic way. Her long-lost uncle suddenly turned up in her shop, leaving only a cryptic warning before dying in the street, run down by a car. Soon afterward, her home is
ransacked. Now it's up to Laine, and a sexy stranger named Max Gannon, to ﬁnd out who's chasing her, and why. The answer lies in a hidden fortune - a fortune that will change not
only Laine's life but also the lives of future generations. And danger and death will surround that fortune for years to come. Until New York City Detective Lieutenant Eve Dallas gets
on the case. A thrill-ride of a novel that blends present-day romance and futuristic suspense. Tribute Penguin Working to restore a family farmhouse, Cilla McGowan remembers her
grandmother's fatal overdose years earlier before meeting a handsome neighbor and discovering a cache of letters that suggests her grandmother had been pregnant at the time of
her death. Reprint. Considering Kate Kate Stanislaski Kimball turns her back on fame and glamour to build a new life as a dance teacher and ﬁnds herself falling for Brody O'Connell,
the rugged contractor she hires to renovate her new dance school. Time And Again Time and Again: Book One Hachette UK Si Morley is marking time: he's bored with his job as a
commercial artist, and his social life doesn't seem to be going anywhere. So when he's approached by an aﬀable ex-football star and told that he's just what the government is
looking for to be part of a a top secret project, he doesn't hesitate for long. And one night he steps out of his twentieth-century New York apartment into the winter of 1882, and
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ﬁnds a kind of Eden. Or does he? True Betrayals Penguin While living at a Virginia horse farm with the mother she had never known, Kelsey Byden becomes involved with a highstakes gambler who raises troubling questions about her mother's past. First Impressions Escaping the rat race & the lure of gold-digging women, wealthy businessman Vance
Banning moves to a small, rural retreat, telling the townsfolk that he's an out-of-work carpenter. The last thing he needs is a charitable neighbour - especially a beautiful & gracious
neighbour of the female persuasion. The Rise of Magicks Piatkus Books Public Secrets Bantam Emma, the illegitimate child of a pop music star, is rescued from her violent, alcoholic
mother by her famous father and brought into a world of glamour, wealth, and dark secrets. A World Apart &, The Witching Hour Little Brown Paperbacks (A&c) A World Apart Kadra is a
warrior - a demon slayer from another world. With her highly tuned senses and Amazonian physique she was born to ﬁght, and lives only to protect her people. That is her duty something she accepts without question, just as she accepts she will always be alone. But when the king of Demons escapes through a mysterious portal, Kadra must follow - and
ﬁnds herself in modern day New York. This strange and dangerous city is a baﬄing place, even for a warrior like Kadra. And when she meets Harper Doyle, the handsome and
sceptical private investigator destined to help her, things become very complicated. And exciting . . . The Witching Hour A kingdom is plagued by tragedy until a wizard-god's spell
brings forth a courageous and beautiful young woman who must follow her heart in love and follow her destiny in battle . . . Holding the Dream Penguin Raised as a sister to Margo
and Laura at the grandiose Templeton house, businesswoman Kate Powell faces a professional impropriety and a dark secret from her past that forces her to search deep within
herself. Reissue. The Quinn Brothers Penguin In "Sea Swept" Cameron, a champion boat racer, returns home at the behest of his dying father to care for a troubled young boy, while
in "Rising Tides," Ethan Quinn struggles to succeed and ﬁnd happiness with the woman he loves. Under Currents A Novel St. Martin's Paperbacks From #1 New York Times bestselling
author Nora Roberts, Under Currents is a novel about the power of family to harm—and to heal. For both Zane and Darby, their small town roots hold a terrible secret. Now, decades
later, they've come together to build a new life. But will the past set them free or pull them under? Zane Bigelow grew up in a beautiful, perfectly kept house in North Carolina’s Blue
Ridge Mountains. Strangers and even Zane’s own aunt across the lake see his parents as a successful surgeon and his stylish wife, making appearances at their children’s ballet
recitals and baseball games. Only Zane and his sister know the truth, until one brutal night ﬁnally reveals cracks in the facade, and Zane escapes for college without a thought of
looking back... Years later, Zane returns to his hometown determined to reconnect with the place and people that mean so much to him, despite the painful memories. As he
resumes life in the colorful town, he meets a gifted landscape artist named Darby, who is on the run from ghosts of her own. Together they will have to teach each other what it
means to face the past, and stand up for the ones they love. Year One Hachette UK A deadly pandemic known as The Doom kicks oﬀ in the Scottish countryside. Who doesn't want to
read this? - Emerald Street Nora Roberts weaves a powerful story of a deadly plague in this gripping, movie-like narrative - Good Housekeeping As this world ends, a new one
begins. From number one New York Times bestseller Nora Roberts - an epic, apocalyptic tale of good and evil, love and loss. With one drop of blood, the old world is gone for ever.
And in its place, something extraordinary begins... They call it The Doom - a deadly pandemic that starts on a cold New Year's Eve in the Scottish countryside. There's something
mysterious about the virus and the way it spreads. As billions fall sick and die, some survivors ﬁnd themselves invested with strange, unexpected abilities. Lana, a New York chef,
has the power to move things and people with her will. Fred can summon light in the darkness. Jonah, a paramedic, sees snatches of the future in those he touches. Katie gives birth
to twins, and suspects that she has brought fresh magic into the world, along with new life. But The Doom aﬀects people diﬀerently. Along with the light, a dark and terrifying magic
will also rise. As the remaining authorities round up the immune and the 'Uncannies' for testing, Lana, Katie and others ﬂee New York in search of a safe haven. The old world is
over, and Year One has begun. 'Nora Roberts weaves a powerful story of a deadly plague in this gripping, movie-like narrative' - Good Housekeeping 'A deadly pandemic known as
The Doom kicks oﬀ in the Scottish countryside. Who doesn't want to read this?' - Emerald Street
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